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Abstract

In the Cross-lingual Summarisation (CLS) task a summary in one language is generated

from a corresponding document in a different language. There are two main problems

limiting the research on CLS, one is the absence of large-scale high-quality parallel

corpus to serve as supervised CLS datasets, and the other is the lack of good automatic

evaluation metric. To make available CLS datasets, Perez-Beltrachini and Lapata [52]

proposed XWikis, a CLS corpus including four European languages. This project

extends XWikis with Chinese, a distant language, and evaluates a wide range of models

on the cross-lingual summarisation task (Chinese-English direction), including translate-

then-summarise, supervised, and zero/few-shot scenarios. For evaluation metrics, we

propose three strategies to leverage existing NLI models to evaluate cross-lingual

document-summary pairs at the sentence and sub-sentence levels. The conducted

experiments reveal that predictions from NLI models correlate with human judgements

on content adequacy. Furthermore, we find that sub-sentence segmentation of summary

sentences can further help the model to capture entailment relations between document

and summary sentences.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cross-lingual summarisation (CLS) aims at generating a summary from a document

where the summary and the document come from different languages. With the rapid

globalisation, individuals are more exposed to information in different languages,

including news, product descriptions, advertisements, encyclopedia, and so on. This

trend suggests the significant practical values of CLS. However, the research about CLS

receives limited attention due to the absence of large-scale high-quality parallel corpus

[33] and a faithful automatic evaluation metric [43].

Motivated by the lack of data resources for CLS, Perez-Beltrachini and Lapata

[52] propose the XWikis corpus, which consists of four European languages: Czech,

English, French, and German. They collect data from Wikipedia and create (document,

summary) pairs. Given any two Wikipedia titles describing the same entity but in

different languages, e.g., Olive Oil (English) and Huile d’Olive (French), the leading

section in one language stands as a summary and the main section in another language

as the corresponding document. For further research on CLS, they set up a benchmark

based on XWikis and provide baseline performance with pre-trained language models

on the All-to-En direction for different learning scenarios. The All-to-En direction

means that the input document of the model is in any of three languages and the output

summary in English. The different scenarios include supervised, zero-shot, and few-shot

CLS, where the supervised model is trained on the full training set, and zero/few-shot

model only receives no/a few data as the training set.

Despite not being members of the same language family, the four European lan-

guages chosen by XWikis still have cognates because of geographic circumstances [42],

which could facilitate transfer, especially in the zero/few-shot setting. To enlarge the

scope of the XWikis benchmark, this project extends XWikis with Chinese, a more

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

distant language than existing languages in XWikis. We create (document, summary)

pairs for Chinese-to-all and all-to-Chinese directions. Following [52], we conduct

experiments on the CLS task on Chinese-to-English pairs in the supervised, few-shot,

and zero-shot scenarios.

Another challenge in summarisation is the automatic evaluation of model outputs.

Intuitively, the generated summaries should be factually consistent with the input docu-

ment. However, ROUGE score [38], the most widely used metric for text summarisation,

only focuses on the lexical n-gram overlap between generated and referenced sum-

maries. This leads to two problems (1) Summaries can use synonyms and paraphrasing.

Both convey the same meaning but with different forms, which cannot be captured by

ROUGE. (2) Summaries can have a high token overlap with reference but do not convey

the same meaning. Some studies [39] [24] also find ROUGE score does not coincide

with human judgements.

Previous works [18][43][27] have proved that natural language inference (NLI)

models can be leveraged to automatically detect inconsistency between summaries and

documents. Given two sentences, premise and hypothesis, the NLI model is aimed to

classify the hypothesis as either entailed by, neutral, or contradicting a premise sentence.

Laban et al. [27] have shown that the NLI model can correlate positively with human

judgements in English-English document-summary pairs.

In this project, we adopt two state-of-art multi-lingual (which can support many

languages but the premise and hypothesis are in the same language, e.g. French-French)

NLI models and adapt them for the CLS task in which the premise is from a document

in one language and the hypothesis is from a summary in a different language. We

investigate their effectiveness aiming to automatically check the content adequacy (1) of

the extracted cross-lingual document-summary pairs in XWikis, and (2) model generated

summaries. In addition, previous work only focuses on one-to-one relationships between

one summary sentence and one document sentence. Naturally, one summary sentence

can aggregate information from several document sentences. To access the alignment,

we split the discussion into one-to-one and many-to-one relationships. We propose

three strategies to model many-to-one relationships and further apply sub-sentence

segmentation on summary sentences to gain a finer granularity view. The experiments

show that predictions from NLI models correlates with human judgement on our XWikis

domain. Experiments also show that the sub-sentence segmentation can help the NLI

model to better capture information and thus obtain a better correlations.

The structure of the dissertation is as follows: Chapter 2 presents the background of
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CLS and the context of the project. Chapter 3 displays how to collect Chinese data from

Wikipedia, specific considerations for Chinese texts, and conducts experiments to verify

the quality of created dataset (faithfulness and abstractiveness) by automatic metrics

and human evaluation. Chapter 4 introduces the neural CLS models we assess as well as

baselines and shows their performance in supervised, few-shot, and zero-shot scenarios.

We compare and analyze results obtained for Chinese-to-English with other language

pairs. Chapter 5 explores how to leverage out-of-box NLI models for the evaluation of

cross-lingual document-summary pairs. Finally, Chapter 6 provides conclusions and a

discussion of future work.



Chapter 2

Background: Cross-lingual

Summarisation

This chapter will display the context of this project, cross-lingual summarisation. We

will first briefly introduce the task formulation of CLS, then go through three aspects of

this field, including methods, datasets, and evaluation metrics. In each aspect, we also

provide the existing shortages or problems, which also motivate our project.

2.1 Task Formulation

Automatic text summarisation, is aimed to create a summary S from input text D, where

S is shorter but still conveys the key points of D. In general, there are two categories

for text summarisation: extractive summarisation and abstractive summarisation [46].

Extractive summarisation seeks to construct a summary S by extracting a portion of the

input text D while abstractive summarisation generates words that might not be found

in D [9]. In this project, we only focus on abstractive summarisation.

The goal of cross-lingual summarisation is similar to normal text summarisation,

except that the summary and document are from two different languages [62]. Formally,

given a document Dsrc from a source language, the goal of CLS is to produce the corre-

sponding summary Stgt as sequence of tokens Stgt = (Stgt
1 · · ·Stgt

n ) in a target language.

The conditional distribution of CLS models is:

pθ(S|D) =
n

∏
t=1

pθ(S
tgt
t |Dsrc,Stgt

1:t−1) (2.1)

where θ represents model parameters.

4



Chapter 2. Background: Cross-lingual Summarisation 5

Dataset Lang Pairs SumL DocL

Global Voices 15 229 51 359

WikiLingua 18 45,783 39 391

XWikis (comp.) 4 213,911 77 945

XWikis (para.) 4 7,000 76 972

Table 2.1: Number of languages (Lang), average number of document-summary pairs

(Pairs), average summary (SumL) and document (DocL) length in terms of number of

tokens [52]. comp. refers to the training/validation set while para. refers to the test set.

2.2 Datasets

Different with most NLP tasks, it might be expensive and unrealistic to manually create

CLS data. Since for N languages, there are N!
(N−2)! possible directions for Dsrc → Stgt .

Thus, most existing datasets for the CLS task rely on off-the-shelf resources. They can

be classified into two types, synthetic dataset and website dataset [63].

A synthetic dataset is constructed using an existing machine translation (MT)

dataset resource. The data pairs are built by pairing the original document and translated

summaries. As mentioned above, information might be lost or tampered with during

translation. Some researchers attempt to employ several methods to post-select high-

quality samples.

Website datasets usually benefit from websites supplied with multi-lingual versions.

Such websites, provide texts in different languages which are translated by professional

translators. As a result, it is convenient to align them to form a CLS dataset.

In this project, we focus on website datasets since they usually contain higher

quality data than synthetic datasets and enable more directions for CLS task naturally.

Specifically, we consider three key points of a website dataset: (1) the content of

(summary, document) pairs, (2) the authors (annotators) of the contents, and (3) the

quality of data (diversity, abstractness and faithful). We introduce two CLS website

datasets, Global Voices and Wiki-lingual

Global Voices [49]: Nguyen and Daume III construct Global Voices, a multilingual

dataset for CLS task. This dataset collect documents from the same name website 1,

which aims to translate news about voices in the social network. Translators in the

website are volunteers. Then, researchers collect the descriptions of news from the

social network (e.g. Twitter and Facebook) as the corresponding summaries. However,

1https://globalvoices.org/
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the motivation of these descriptions is to not summarize but to draw user clicks, thus

they further crowd-source a set of summaries in English. Since the summaries is

manually created, they are high quality but rare. The English-only summaries also

forbid comparison among other languages.

Wiki-lingual [28]: Ladhak et al. extract CLS data pairs from WikiHow, which

includes 18 languages. This site contains a high-quality resource written by human

authors in the domain of how-to guides. Each document provides different methods

with multiple steps to complete a procedural task, and the corresponding summary

describes each step with one-sentence instruction. The dataset includes a diverse set of

topics but the summaries are relatively short. Each summary sentence is a short version

of several corresponding document sentences. As for the human authors, they are fluent

in English and the target language. After human translation, their works also need to be

checked by WikiHow’s team.

XWikis differs from two existing datasets in terms of size and summarisation task.

From table 2.1, XWikis consists of more document summary pairs. Specifically, the

input documents are twice more as the other dataset. Such long texts create a challenge

for current neural summarisation methods since most of them are trained on relatively

short texts and thus struggle to represent multi-paragraph texts [52]. As for the number

of languages, existing XWikis contains four European languages. However, the data

creation approach potentially enables for the extension to additional languages. In this

project, we extend XWikis with Chinese, a more distant language.

2.3 Methods

There are two paradigms of the current models on CLS problem, pipeline [32][37] and

end-to-end (E2E) [68]. Most early-stage researchers concentrate on pipeline approaches

[63]. Intuitively, they decompose the CLS task into the machine translation (MT) task

and machine summarisation (MS) tasks.

One issue with pipeline approaches, according to Wan et al.[62], is that the perfor-

mance of such methods is strictly constrained by each subtask. In pipeline approaches,

the output of the first subtask is the input of the second subtask. The error from the

previous subtask, either MT or MS, will catastrophically propagate to the next subtask,

resulting in more severe error. Owing in part to the popularity of neural network models,

end-to-end methods are proposed to alleviate this issue.

The E2E methods can be further divided into several paradigms. In this project,
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we only focus on pre-trained multi-lingual language models, which provide language

modeling in different languages and cross-lingual shared representation, such as Multi-

lingual BERT( mBERT) [13], Multilingual BART (mBART)[41], mBART50 [60] and

Multilingual T5 [65]. Such models are usually first trained on a language modeling task

on a large multi-lingual corpus. They are expected to capture the implicit linguistic

features or common sense knowledge [11, 67] and then applied to downstream tasks.

This project applies mBART and mBart50 to the CLS task for comparison.

2.4 Evaluation Metrics

2.4.1 Lexical Overlap Text Evaluation

CLS shares the same evaluation metrics with the text summarisation task. For text

summarisation, manual evaluation of models is costly and intractable [47]. Many

researchers make effort to develop automatic metrics, which support fast and cheap

evaluation for summarisation models.

The most widely used automatic matrice is the ROUGE package (Recall-Oriented

Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) [38]. It provides a set of metrics based on token

overlap between generated and reference summaries. Such overlap can be measured

based on n-grams (ROUGE-N), skip-grams (ROUGE-S), or the longest common sub-

sequence (ROUGE-L) of tokens. These metrics assume that the more shared tokens

indicate the more similarity between sequences. However, this assumption is too strong.

Since the score is totally computing by token match, ROUGE cannot support synonyms

and paraphrasing. This leads to arguments about its effectiveness. Graham’s experi-

ments [20] show ROUGE is of statistical correlations with human judgment, where [24]

ROUGE is only moderate correlation with human evaluation for extractive models and

weak correlation for abstractive models.

2.4.2 Model-based Text Evaluation

With the emergence of large pre-trained language models such as BERT [14], researchers

investigate how to leverage them to measure similarity between two summaries based

on similarity distribution. BERTScore [66] leverages word embeddings from BERT

and attempts to align the tokens from generated summaries and references pairwise.

BLEURT [58] further fine-tunes BERT to predict human judgment scores on a large
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synthetic dataset. Clark et al. [7] explore sentence-level alignment with contextualized

sentence embeddings.

In the field of summarisation, model-based metrics can be divided into three ap-

proaches [2]: model-based approaches, question answering (QA) based approaches and

natural language inference (NLI) based approaches.

Model-based approach, as its name suggests, is to train a model to detect factual

errors in the summary [12]. Kryscinski et al. [25] propose a weakly-supervised, model-

based approach for verifying consistency in summarisation. They generate the training

samples by applying rule-based transformations on documents.

QA-based approaches contain three steps: question generation, question answering

using the document and the summary, and matching answers from documents and

summaries. The key difference among these methods lies in the first step. Researchers

generate questions using the summary [16], document [56], or combined both together

[55]. A summary is considered consistent if few or no questions have differing answers

from the document.

Given two sentences, premise and hypothesis, NLI (also referred to as textual

entailment), aims to classify the hypothesis as either entailed by, neutral, or contradicting

a premise sentence. When applying on NLI model to evaluate text summarisation, a

document serves as the premise and a summary serves as the hypothesis. A summary is

considered factual if all its sentences are entailed by the document. Falke et al. [18] first

attempt to re-rank the generated summaries by the out-of-box NLI-based model. They

score each summary sentence, based on its entailment probability given the document,

and then select the sentences with top scores to form a new summary. Maynez et al. [43]

find NLI-based models have a better correlation with human evaluation than standard

metrics. Recently, Laban et al. [27] show that NLI-based models can successfully be

used for summarisation evaluation, if at a suitable granularity. They find that past work

suffered from misuse of the NLI-based model. The input of the original NLI model is

at the sentence level. However, when the model is applied to evaluating the summary,

its input is at the paragraph level.

The above works only focus on the English domain and the datasets they evaluated

are rather extractive but not abstractive. In this project, we investigate how to apply the

NLI model in the cross-lingual setting and then evaluate the model on XWikis, a more

complicated and abstractive dataset.



Chapter 3

Extending the XWikis corpus with

Chinese

In this chapter, we describe the dataset creation pipeline we follow to extend the XWikis

corpus with the Chinese. It consists of two parts, data collection and dataset evaluation.

3.1 Dataset Creation

A Wikipedia article typically contains two sections: the lead section, which offers a

succinct introduction, and the body section, which offers the pertinent details. We can

consider the lead section and the body section of an article to be a document-summary

pair. Wikipedia provides mutli-language versions of a given article’s title, for instance,

Huile d’Olive (French) and Olive Oil (English), since they are written collaboratively

by a large number of anonymous volunteers from different language communities.

An article available in one language can be aligned with articles which describe the

same title but in other languages. Based on these two observations, Perez-Beltrachini

and Lapata [52] proposed the XWikis corpus, which contains cross-lingual document-

summary pairs. Concretely, the lead section of an article in language X will serve as the

summary and the body section of a corresponding article in language Y as the document,

creating document summary pairs (DocX , SumY ) in the dataset DX→Y . The entire data

creation pipeline is shown in Figure 3.1.

9



Chapter 3. Extending the XWikis corpus with Chinese 10

Figure 3.1: Workflow for dataset setup

Steps 1-4. We download 1 Wikipedia dumps English (en), German (de), French (fr),

Czech (cs) and Chinese (zh) from Wikimedia Downloads 2. Wikipedia also provides

the Wikipedia Inter-language Links table 3. In the following steps, we use the table to

align Wikipedia titles across different languages. Then, we generate a list of title-URL

pairs for each language (step2) and align such titles in all languages (step3), as shown

in the Figure 3.1.4 We revise the file containing aligned titles to obtain the desired

cross-lingual (TX , TY ) or mono-lingual (TX ) titles subsets (step4). That is, to create

the French-English dataset D f r→en, we only select the titles that appear in French and

English Wikipedia at the same time.

Steps 5. Based on the subsets of titles from the previous step, we scan all pages from

Wikipedia dump to obtain zh texts (document, summary, title) (step5). The next step is

to obtain the cross-lingual document and summary (DocX , SumY ) data pairs. We pair

zh texts with the other four languages by using the aligned titles subsets (TX , TY ). Here

we retain document summary pairs (DocX , SumY ) whose documents and summaries

match the length constraints. That is, the collected pairs should satisfy a) the length of

the document should be limited to be between 250 and 5,000 words and b) the length of

the summary should be between 20 and 400 words. Such constraints aim to keep each

document-summary not too long or short. Another implicit reason is to assure certain

content overlap between documents and summaries; the content for a Wikipedia title

in two different languages might not be fully aligned since the editors from different

language communities might hold different interests on the same title.

1To keep consistent with previous research, we select all files collected on 20/June/2020
2https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Interlanguage links
4These steps, including the Chinese language, were already available in the XWikis corpus.
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en de fr cs zh

en 425,279 468,670 148,519 135,674

de 376,803 252,026 109,467 103,044

fr 312,408 213,425 91,175 99,301

cs 64,310 53,275 51,578 32,588

zh 75,524 73,969 81,847 43,281

Table 3.1: Total number of document-summary pairs in the XWikis corpus considering

all language pairs and directions. Each table cell corresponds to a cross-lingual dataset

DX→Y .

Chinese texts do not use space as separator between words/characters. There are

some Chinese word segmentation models [22] but they are not perfect, segment at

different granularities, and most importantly, the are slow to run on a large corpus

as Wikipedia. Therefore, we take the length constraints for Chinese texts based on

character level. Specially, to approximate the difference between Chinese characters and

words, the above constraints are enlarged by a multiply factor of 1.2 for all Chinese texts.

The reason for introducing this factor and how to deal with Chinese text is discussed

in Appendix A.1. Table 3.1 shows the number of samples in each set DX→Y created

following above procedure. We add all zh language subsets (columns/rows) in this

project, the other language subsets were available in the XWikis corpus [52].

Steps 6-8. For better comparison in the evaluation stage, we align titles across five

languages to obtain the test set (step 6). In other words, each Wikipedia title that is part

of the test set can be found in each of the five languages in Wikipedia. All titles in each

dataset DX→Y minus those selected for test are split into training (95%) and validation

(5%) sets (step 7). We call the test set as XWikis-parallel and training/validation split as

XWikis-comparable. We further refine the extracted summaries to take only the lead

(first) paragraph (adding more sentences if necessary to complete a minimum length).

The idea is to take the discussion of the most general content related to the Wikipedia

title (step 8).
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XWikis (comp) XWikis (para)

de fr cs zh para zh

Words/Doc 906 1040 890 769 972 890

Sents/Doc 41 38 42 36 42 40

Sections/Doc 5 7 6 6 6 6

Words/Sum 56 59 65 61 61 70

Sents/Sum 3 2 3 3 3 3

Aspects 253,425 248,561 65,151 75,796 9,283 11,722

Coverage 65.53 72.23 55.97 55.05 65.41 62.21

Density 1.23 1.51 0.99 0.94 1.23 1.14

Compression 17.44 20.16 15.12 15.17 18.35 10.89

% new unigrams 33.30 26.77 42.29 39.77 33.25 33.38

bigrams 80.70 73.19 85.17 84.37 79.51 80.01

trigrams 93.60 90.25 95.19 95.32 93.17 93.44

4-grams 97.98 95.68 97.98 98.13 97.11 97.17

LEAD 19.09 23.51 20.21 12.24 20.88 13.19

EXT-ORACLE 24.59 28.38 24.25 16.48 25.95 17.43

Table 3.2: XWikis statistics (number of words and sentences per document (/Doc) and

summary (/Sum)) and task characterisation metrics. Statistics for de/fr/cs-en are taken

from [52] and zh-en are computed in this project.

3.2 Dataset Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the created document-summary pairs to access their char-

acteristics and compare them with the existing document-summary pairs across the

XWikis corpus. We follow [52] to carry out the evaluation based on both automatic

metrics and human judgement. Table 3.2 provides statistics for the XWikis-comparable

(training/validation) and XWikis-parallel (test set) for all language subsets.

3.2.1 Automatic Metrics

Size. The top 5 rows in the table report the size of document-summary pairs for zh

document-summary pairs. The documents contain in average 769 words, 36 sentences

and 6 sections. The summaries contain in average 61 words and 3 sentences. We

count the number of words for Chinese texts after word segmentation using Hanlp
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[22] package. This number might be slightly changed due to segmentation tools with

different granularity. Generally, Chinese documents are relatively shorter than those in

the other four languages but summaries are closer.

Diversity. To approximately gauge the diversity of the corpus, we report the number

of sections per document in row 3, which are computed by counting the number of

HTML tags such as h2 and h3. In row 6, we also provide aspects, the number of distinct
section titles in the whole set. For zh these numbers are closer to cs, much lower than

de and fr, due to the fewer number of document summary pairs.

Generally, zh documents indeed contain multi-topic and these two numbers (section

per doc and aspects) match other four languages. This feature keeps XWikis challenging

because a summarisation model needs to learn to decide which sections are more

summary-worthy and to extract content from multiple sections in the documents.

Level of Abstraction. Another important factor for an abstractive summarisation

dataset is the level of abstractness. Here we use two sets of automatic metrics [21, 45]

to measure the abstractiveness of the dataset.

The first set of metrics proposed by Grusky et al. [21] includes: coverage, density

and compression. The first two metrics are designed to quantify the extent to which

content overlaps between the document and the summary. They greedily search all

shared token sequences and store the longest overlap at each search step. They use

coverage to measure the ratio of shared sequence over the whole summary. Density
describes in average the length of the shared token sequence in summary. The third

metric compression, provides the ratio between the content from the article and the

summary. As shown in Table 3.2, the coverage is high but the density is low. This

suggests that more than half of the token sequences in the summary can be found in the

document, however, the average length of such shared sequences is quite small, which

means the shared sequences are likely to be common-used phrases.

The second set of metrics proposed by Narayan et al. [45], measures the percentage

of n-grams occurring in the summary but not in the document. Similarly, the percentage

of unigram is low, matching the high number of coverage, and it increases steadily for

higher n-grams, matching the low density.

We also evaluate the performance of two extractive summarisation models, LEAD
and EXT-ORACLE, on the validation set. We assume that these two extractive models

should obtain good results if the dataset is extractive in nature. LEAD generates a
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Dataset de → en fr → en cs → en zh → en

Overall 71.7 % 96.6 % 73.3 % 85.7%

Sentence 66.2 % 77.4 % 60.5 % 71.5%

Table 3.3: Proportion of YES answers given to questions of overall summary and

sentence adequacy. Results for de/fr/cs-en are taken from [52].

summary by simply copying the first N tokens from the document, where N equals the

length of the reference summaries. EXT-ORACLE is to generate a summary by selecting

the portion of sentences to maximize ROUGE-2 with respect to the reference [5].

Intuitively, when the salient information concentrates on the first several sentences of the

document, or so-called lead bias, LEAD performs well. And when the summarisation

task is extractive, EXT-ORACLE should have a good performance [52]. Rouge-L is

used as the performance indicator.

The last two rows of Table 3.2 provide the results for the two extractive models.

LEAD is below EXT-ORACLE by around 4 ROUGE-L points, suggesting no lead bias

in the summaries. The performance of EXT-ORACLE is also not good. One reason can

be that in the reference summaries, each sentence aggregates information from multiple

sentences across the document. Another reason could be related to the high ratio of

new paraphrases appearing in summary, which cannot be captured by an extractive

model. The performance of these two models is extremely weak in Chinese. We further

explore this phenomenon by translating target summaries and generated summaries

(by LEAD/EXT-ORACLE) on the test set to English. They achieve 17.14 and 24.57,

respectively, which can be comparable with the other three languages. One explanation

is that evaluating the ROUGE score on the other three languages is after stemming,

which does not support Chinese, leading to the performance drop. There potentially

exists other reasons such as noise introduced by the Chinese word segmentation tool in

the data pre-processing stage. We leave this for future work.

3.2.2 Human Evaluation

In addition to automatic evaluation, we conduct a human evaluation study to rate the

quality of cross-lingual pairs (DocX , SumY ). Specifically, we examine the assumption

that given a pair of aligned titles (TX , TY ) , a lead paragraph in language Y can serve as

the summary and be supported by the document in language X.

We recruit three bilingual (Chinese and English) judges and selected 20 data in-
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stances from the validation set5. We prepare two types of questions for participants. The

first is about the overall judgment: Does the summary provide a general overview of
the Wikipedia title?. We further ask questions for each sentence in the summary: Does
the sentence contain facts that are supported by the document? The participants

need to answer with yes/no to the questions. In the Appendix B we provide a screenshot

of the interface used to elicit such annotations.

Table 3.3 shows the proportion of yes answers given by three judges for the zh-en

direction. Generally, three judges view the summary as an acceptable overview of

the document. As for the more fine-grained sentence-based judgements, 71.5% of the

summary sentences are as supported by the document in zh-en, which is close to the

other three directions. We used Fleiss’s Kappa to measure inter-annotator agreement

across three judges. This was 0.48 for German-English speakers, 0.55 for French-

English, and 0.59 for Czech-English, and 0.47 for Chinese-English.

5The bilingual speakers were the author of the thesis, a college student, and a member of the
EdinburghNLP group.



Chapter 4

Benchmarking Models on the

Chinese-to-English Summarisation

Task

In this chapter, we benchmark different cross-lingual abstractive summarisation models

on the task of Chinese-to-English summarisation. We benchmark all model variants

proposed in [52] and analyze the results comparing them with those obtained for other

language pairs (e.g., French-to-English).

4.1 Comparison Models

In this section, we introduce the cross-lingual abstractive summarisation models we

evaluate. We also evaluate a range of extractive summarisation models for comparison

[52]. 1

4.1.1 Extractive Methods

LEAD. This method holds the assumption that the first several sentences of the docu-

ment can serve as a good summary. In this project, we utilise this method to directly

copy the first K tokens of the input document to form the summary, where K equals the

length of the reference.

1This chapter is constructed using part of the descriptions of the models provided in the student’s
Informatics Project Proposal.

16
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EXT-ORACLE [44]. This method view CLS as a classification task for sequence. The

model will go through each sentence in the document and then determine whether the

current sentence should be included in the summary or not. The such binary decision

will be made by maximizing the ROUGE-2 score with respect to the reference summary.

We limited the upper bound of generated text following Nallapati et al.’s [5] procedure.

LEXRANK [17]. This method represents text as a graph. Each sentence is a vertex in

the graph, and they are connected based on the similarity(TF-IDF) and ranked by the

number of neighbors. This method assumes that a sentence with the greater number of

neighbors contains more salient information. The generated summary is extracted from

the first K tokens of the top sentences, where K equals the length of the reference.

4.1.2 Abstractive Models

Multilingual BART (mBART)[41] is an encoder-decoder model extended from Bart

[34] with multiple languages. The pre-training stage of mBART contains two tasks,

one is mono-lingual masked language modeling on a 25 languages corpora, and the

other is sentence order predication. mBART can provide cross-lingual representations

and experiments demonstrate its gains in performance across a wide variety of machine

translation tasks.

mBART50 [60] is pre-trained on the same task as mBART but with 50 languages,

then further fine-tuned on machine translation task with multiple language pairs jointly.

For the machine translation fine-tuning stage, the mBART50 model is not trained from

one language to another but from many languages to many other languages, which can

enable languages from the similar family to benefit each other [3].

To explore the potential function of large pre-trained language models and their

performance under a weak supervised signal, we also evaluate two abstractive models

in the zero- and few-shot scenarios. Zero-shot learning and few-shot learning are two

problems set up in the field of machine learning. The goal of few-shot learning is

that models can predict the correct label of input with only being exposed to a small

number (usually hundreds) of examples when training. For zero-shot learning, the

model needs to do the same thing when no example belonging to that label is available

in the training stage. Both are designed for evaluating model performance with limited

data. In the zero-shot scenario, a mono-lingual English model is used for the Chinese-to-

English summarisation task. In [52], it was find that the parameters of the mono-lingual
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summariser can transfer to other languages with promising performance. In the few-

shot scenario, we also rely on the mono-lingual English summariser, which is further

fine-tuned on a small number of Chinese-to-English examples (Doczh, Sumen). To

this end, [52] apply two techniques suitable for the few-shot task, Model Agnostic

Meta-Learning (MAML; [19]) algorithm and Cross-View Training (CVT; [8]).

MAML consists of nested optimisation iterations. For the inner loop, the model

will sample datapoints for each sub-task and then calculate the corresponding new

parameters θ′. For the outer loop, the model parameters θ are updated according to

each task loss on parameters θ′ using another sampled data points. Such settings aims

to force the model to learn to learn [54]. Thus, when testing, the model can be quickly

adapted to a new task with the small amount of data points.

CVT considers how to leverage the unlabeled data during the training stage. The

model includes the primary module and auxiliary modules with different views of the

input. The different views are constructed by restricting the feature embedding from

the encoder in a different way. For example, views can be built by masking words in

different locations. The difference between the output of the primary module and the

outputs of auxiliary modules will perform as the supervised signal to train the model.

In other words, auxiliary modules should be trained to agree with the primary module.

Since all prediction modules share the same encoder, this training technique can drive

the encoder to extract better embedding to decrease loss from auxiliary modules. In our

project, we assume we will find documents in Chinese without aligned documents in

English. They will be regarded as unlabeled documents Doczh where the corresponding

summary Sumen is generated by the current model. The different views of Doczh will

be created by taking the output of different layers from the encoder. To be consistent

with [52], we will take the hidden states of the encoder at layers 6 and 11, to form two

views. We hope they can provide two levels of abstraction of Doczh.

4.2 Experimental Setup

4.2.1 Datasets and Splits

We work with the Dzh→en directions of our XWikis corpus and evaluate model perfor-

mance on the XWikis parallel test set.

We use the training (95%) and validation (5%) splits from Dzh→en (c.f. Section 3.1

step 6-9). To train an English mono-lingual summariser (used in the zero- and few-shot
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All 800 ParaLexRank.600

Den→en 55.16 51.83 51.88

Dde→en 52.05 48.64 48.60

D f r→en 56.05 51.78 51.86

Dcs→en 53.37 50.20 50.47

Dzh→en 41.38 39.73 39.44

Table 4.1: ROUGE-L recall for source document against reference monolingual summary,

where the first 800 tokens, the first 600 tokens, and all tokens of documents are extracted

by using LEXRANK model.

scenarios), we need a monol-ingual dataset Den→en. We re-use that created by [52].

The dataset encompasess a set of Wikipedia titles disjoint from those appearing in the

datasets in the XWikis corpus. It has 300,000 instances with 90/5/5 percent of instances

in training/validation/test subsets. It follows similar characteristics to the data in the

XWikis corpus with an average document and summary length of 884 and 70 tokens,

respectively.

4.2.2 Data Pre-process

Figure 4.1: Data pre-processing

Due to the hardware limitation that a very long document cannot fit into our GPU

memory, we carry out an initial extractive step [40] [52]. We apply the extractive

method LEXRANK to represent each paragraph as vectors of TF-IDF values and select

the top-ranked ones up to a budget of 600 tokens. We set up an experiment to check the

sensitivity of the number of tokens, as shown in Table 4.1. We report ROUGE-L Recall

score of mono-lingual document-summary pairs. The results show the extractive step

does not ignore too much salient content, though the overall results are lower for the

zh-en direction compared with others, which is a quite similar phenomenon mentioned

in section 3.2.1.
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For the other data processing, as shown in figure 4.1, we apply Stanford API to

segment documents and summaries into sentences. For extractive methods, we first

normalize all data. For English, we use space as a separator and for Chinese, we apply

Hanlp to segment Chinese sentences into words to remove the stop words and tokenized.

For abstractive methods, we apply sentencepiece [26] to split sentences into sub-tokens.

Sentencepiece is a language-independent tokenizer, supporting subword segmentation

[59]. Subword segmentation aims to segment tokens into sub-word units so that model

can learn morphological knowledge and be applied on unseen tokens. For example,

scientist may be split into two sub-tokens, scient and ist. The language model can learn

the semantics of each sub-token and can guess the meaning of an unseen token by using

the knowledge of sub-tokens the unseen token contains. In this project, we re-use the

sentenpiece models provided by mBART and mBART50.

Other experiment settings including the number of training updates, learning rate,

optimizer, and so on, keep the same as [52].

4.2.3 Model Settings in Different Scenarios

Extractive. We apply the extractive models described in Section 4.1.1. Since the

extractive model cannot support cross-lingual data, we apply the summarize-then-

translate [63] paradigm. After extractive models generate the summaries, we employ

Google cloud translation API to translate the texts to the target language.

Supervised. We will fine-tune mBART and mBART50 model on the Dzh→en dataset

in a supervise fashion. To validate the model performance on zero- and few-shot

scenarios, we also train an English mono-lingual summariser on the separate English

dataset Den→en.

Translate-then-summarize. We will apply the translate-then-summarize pipeline

approach as another baseline for abstractive methods. We will first translate the Chinese

input documents into English and then use a mono-lingual English summariser.

Zero-shot. The mono-lingual English summariser is directly applied to summarise

Chinese documents into English.

Few-shot. These models are based on the mono-lingual English summariser sub-

sequently adapted to the cross-lingual task with a small set of Chinese-to-English
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examples Szh→en. We present experiments with mBART and mBART50 pre-trained

models. We evaluate the three few-shot variants of [52] (described in Section 4.1.2).

LF-MAML is the light-weight First Order MAML version, FT is a fine-tuned version

where only cross-attention and layer normalisation layers are fine-tuned, and CVT

incorporates additional unlabelled instances into the adaptation step. We also follow

two settings as [52] with |Szh→en| being 300 and 1,000 few instances. Note that in each

case we take 1/3 for validation, and the rest for training. For CVT, we generate two

views, Docm
zh and Docu

zh, for each input document Doczh in Szh→en by taking a middle

encoder representation (Docm
zh the hidden states at layer 6) and another by taking an

upper encoder representation (Docu
zh the hidden states at layer 11). Intuitively, these

provide different levels of abstraction from the input document.

4.3 Results and Analysis

In this section, we compare the cross-lingual summarisation results of zh-en with the

other three language pairs. The results are shown in Table 4.2.

Does Zero/Few-Shot Work? Zero-shot performs worse for zh-en. Both mBART

and mBART50 obtain relative low scores. Especially, mBART, which has not seen

any cross-language alignment during the pre-training stage; it achieves significantly

lower results compared with the other three languages. One possible reason is that

English shares sub-token units with the other three languages (German, French and

Czech). After fine-tuning the mono-lingual English summariser, the knowledge about

English tokens can be adapted to these three languages but not Chinese. Our results also

match the observation from Chen et al. [6]. Their proposed model is state-of-the-art

for zero-shot machine translation, where the model is tested on the languages unseen

during supervised training. Their experiments find that the performance of the model is

much worse in East Asian languages (Chinese, Korean, and Japanese) than in European

languages (German and Romance) under the zero-shot setting.

However, both models (mBART and mBART50) benefit from slightly fine-tuning on

a few samples. The overall performance in terms of the four few-shot variants on zh-en

is improved by ˜10 ROUGE-L points mBART and ˜5 for mBART50. Still, few-shot

remains lower for Chinese than for the other three languages. [52] points out that the

summariser can improve on the new cross-lingual task by seen only a few examples.

For a distant language such as Chinese, the model may require more examples to train.
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en de-en fr-en cs-en zh-en

EXT-ORACLE 31.33 23.75 25.01 25.09 25.20

LEAD 25.45 24.95 24.74 24.35 20.05

LEXRANK 25.23 24.22 24.33 23.68 24.53

m
B

A
R

T

Supervised 31.62 32.37 32.18 32.84 31.71

Translated — 30.69 30.63 30.39 29.37

Zero — 30.10 29.78 28.64 17.83
Fe

w
300 LF-MAML — 30.84 30.44 30.15 29.10

300 FT — 31.06 30.39 30.36 28.84

300 CVT — 30.40 30.12 29.39 28.62

1K LF-MAML — 31.19 30.77 31.02 29.35

m
B

A
R

T
50

Supervised 32.53 32.95 31.84 33.72 31.85

Translated — 31.53 31.35 31.25 29.39

Zero — 31.70 30.97 31.14 25.34

Fe
w

300 LF-MAML — 31.96 31.17 31.73 29.13

300 FT — 31.77 31.39 31.67 29.08

300 CVT — 31.77 31.08 31.91 29.20

1K LF-MAML — 32.01 31.46 32.00 29.45

Table 4.2: ROUGE-L F1 X → en XWikis test sets. Results for de/fr/cs-en are taken from

[52] and zh-en are computed in this project.

Can we Beat Machine Translation? In line with previous work[52, 29], the experi-

ments show that Supervised variants are better than Translated ones for zh-en direction

on both mBART and mBART50. Zero-shot variants are lower than Translated variants

but few-shot variants achieve comparable performance. After training on 1K samples

with LF-MAML, the performance of mBART50 even is better than Translated one.

Difference of Chinese Although we specify that the models should only generate

English, when checking the generated summaries, we find they mix up with Chinese

for all zero/few-shot scenarios. The reason is that the large pre-trained model can learn

to copy words from the source document directly [64], to deal with the proper nouns

or rare tokens. However, when the models encode input documents (Chinese), they
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Zero 300 FT 300 CVT 300 LF-MAML 1K LF-MAML

mBART 71.2 4.5 4.5 3.6 3.4

mBART50 45.3 2.0 3.3 2.2 1.8

Table 4.3: Number of Chinese characters appearing in the generated summaries over

all tokens (%).

Generated Summary Sentences Correct Token

A. A.汤因比 (1889–1936) was a British historian and diplomat. Toynbee

The假山毛榉 is a genus of plants in the family Myrtaceae. Fagaceae

Benjamin Joseph ... was a French钢琴ist, composer, and teacher. Pianist

Table 4.4: Case study for English sentence mix up with Chinese characters

wrongly treat the unseen/unfamiliar Chinese characters as proper nouns and thus directly

copy and output them. To assess this mix, we count the number of Chinese characters in

models’ output summaries for all variants with mBART and mBART50. Table 4.3 shows

in zero-shot scenarios, both models output high ratio of Chinese characters, especially

mBART. However, the ratios drop dramatically after seeing a few examples, which state

both models have learned the cross-lingual alignment.

We further check all Chinese characters that appear in the model generated texts and

find that nearly all of them are proper nouns, including person and organization names.

We think this phenomenon is due to the under-train of the models. They cannot deal

with rare tokens so they output the original Chinese characters. We show and analyze

three of these cases in Table 4.4.

In the first case, the family name of A. A. Toynbee is not translated. We find the

majority of names that the model cannot translate are family names. Generally, family is

more diverse than the given name among western European culture [4], so models have

less chances to see them at least once during pre-training or fine-tuning. The second

case is similar, the name of special is rarely used in daily life, and might have never

been seen by the model. The third case is quite interesting since it is an inner-token

mixture of Chinese and English. The corresponding token in the document is钢琴家

(English: pianist), where钢琴 means piano and家 refers to a specialist in a particular

skill. The model correctly understands this point but fails to generate piano, finally with

a mixture钢琴ist Chinese and English (ist suffix indicates a person who is concerned

with something, e.g., scientist or dentist).
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Content Evaluation Via Cross-Lingual

Entailment

In Section 2.4.2, we introduce existing work on how to leverage NLI to evaluate

content adequacy of outputs by abstractive summarisation models. However, they only

focus on mono-lingual English and mainly on the news domain. In this chapter, we

explore how to leverage NLI models to evaluate the content overlap of cross-lingual

document-summary pairs. We first check the performance of existing multi-lingual

NLI (XNLI) models in the cross-lingual setting, then we design several strategies to

apply XNLI models as evaluators of content adequacy in cross-lingual abstractive

summarisation. Finally, we assess the performance of XNLI models using the human

evaluation judgements that we collected in Section 3.2.2.

5.1 X-NLI Model Selection

In this section, we need to find NLI models which can be used as an evaluation tool

in the context of CLS, and check their effectiveness before applying them on XWikis.

We choose the models which obtain good performance on a multi-lingual NLI dataset,

X-NLI [10]. X-NLI includes 15 languages and its test set contains 5000 annotated

sentence pairs. We display one example pair for both English and Chinese in table 5.1.

Each sentence pair contains two sentences, premise and hypothesis. X-NLI model is

aimed to classify the hypothesis as either entailed by, neutral, or contradicted by the

premise sentence. In another word, the model will generate a probability distribution

for the three labels: entailment, contradiction, and neutral for each sentence pair.

X-NLI dataset collects English premises from existing corpus, employs workers to

24
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Language Premise / Hypothesis Label

English There’s so much you could talk about on that I’ll just skip that. Entailment

I won’t talk about that, even though there’s a lot to cover.

Chinese 你可以讲的太多了，我就不提了。 Entailment

即使需要说的很多，但我也不会谈论这个。

Table 5.1: Example for X-NLI data (test set). The semantics of premises/hypotheses in

two languages are the same.

produce corresponding hypotheses, and hire translators to translate sentence pairs into

15 languages.

Then, we choose two state-of-art multi-lingual models on X-NLI dataset, mDeBERTa-

v3-base-mnli-xnl (mDeBERTa-v3) [30] and mt5-large-finetuned-mnli-xtreme-xnli (mT5)

[65], to verify their performance in our cross-lingual scenario (premise and hypothesis

are in different languages).

mDeBERTa-v3 1 is a multilingual version of DeBERTa-v3 [23]. It leverages transfer

learning to store information on language patterns (language knowledge) and specific

tasks (task knowledge). We choose the base variant of mDeBERTa-v3 since it reaches

the state-of-art performance on X-NLI dataset and is small enough to fit into our

available GPUs.

mT5 2 is a multilingual version of T5 [53] which is pre-trained on a very large scale

of crawl-based corpora including 101 languages and achieved state-of-the-art results on

many benchmarks when released [65]. We use the large variant of mT5. Including the

consideration of hardware limitation, another reason to choose mT5 is that it applies

relative position embedding (RPE). RPE incorporates a designed temporal bias term

to encode the relative distance between any two tokens. Hence, mT5 can accept any

length of the input sequence and the only constraint is memory.

The above models have been fine-tuned on X-NLI training set, i.e., pairs of English

premise and English hypothesis. It is expected to transfer to other languages, e.g.,

French or Chinese, where the input sentence pairs (premise and hypothesis) are also in

the same language. The top part of Table 5.2 shows their performance on this setting.

However, we need to verify their performance in our cross-lingual scenario where the

premise and hypothesis are in different languages. Since the benchmark of CLS from

[52] only contains ALL-to-en direction, we follow the same directions. We create

1https://huggingface.co/MoritzLaurer/mDeBERTa-v3-base-mnli-xnli
2https://huggingface.co/alan-turing-institute/mt5-large-finetuned-mnli-xtreme-xnli
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mDeBERTa-v3 mT5

Den→en 88.3 88.8

D f r→ f r 83.4 83.9

Dde→de 82.5 84.3

Dzh→zh 81.1 82.3

D f r→en 84.9 84.9

Dde→en 85.1 85.8

Dzh→en 83.1 84.4

Table 5.2: F1 score for mDeBERTa-v3 and mT5 on X-NLI dataset. DX→Y represents

that the premise is from lanaguge X and hypothesis is from language Y

cross-lingual sentence pair from X-NLI test set, where the premises are from German,

French and Chinese, and the hypotheses are from English. Czech is not included in

X-NLI dataset so we cannot test it.

Table 5.2 bottom, shows the results of cross-lingual scenarios. We find the perfor-

mances on DX→en are even better than the mono-lingual DX→X direction in language

other than English. We guess one reason can be that both models are fine-tuned in

English-English pairs and our cross-lingual setting benefits from having hypothesis

sentences in English.

In conclusion, we think both models, mDeBERTa-v3 and mT5, show reasonable

performance to be assessed and applied as content evaluators for document-summary

pairs in the CLS task.

5.2 Evaluating Entailment in Document-Summary Pairs

In this section, we discuss how to leverage two X-NLI models to serve as content

adequacy evaluators on CLS task. Following previous work [43] [27], we assume that a

summary should be entailed by the document. In other words, the content conveyed by

the sentences in a summary should be supported by the corresponding document.

We can assess entailment between each sentence in a summary and each sentence

in the document using the X-NLI models. However, due to the nature of abstractive

summarisation, a summary sentence can aggregate information from multiple sentences

in a document. In this case, by evaluating one document sentence at a time, entailment

will fail for each of the summary sentences. Laban et al.[27] have also taken all

document sentences as the premise and evaluated entailment for each sentence in
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the summary. Thus, we can divide the discussion into different ways we can take

sentences from the document (premises) and sentences from the summary (hypothesis)

for entailment evaluation. At a high level, we split the discussion into two parts, the

one-to-one relationship and the many-to-one relationship.

5.2.1 One-to-One Relationship

We generate a XNLI sentence pair (premise, hypothesis) by a (document, summary) pair

at the sentence level. Specifically, the document is split into sentences, as premises la-

beled from DocX = {P1, ...,PM}. The summary is also split into sentences, as hypotheses

labeled from SumY = {H1, ...,HN}.

The X-NLI models run over each sentence pair (Pm,Hn) and generate a probability

distribution over three labels: entailment, contradiction, and neutral. Laban et al. [27]

revealed that using different combinations of three labels only slightly influences the

result. For simplicity, we only pick the probability of entailment for the following

experiments. After that, we form an M ×N matrix E consisting of the entailment

scores Emn, where m and n are the indexes of sentences in the document and summary,

respectively.

In the one-to-one relationship, we assume each summary sentence Hn is supported

by only one document sentence Pm. Intuitively, for the summary sentence, only the

document sentence Pm with the top entailment score (the strongest support) should

be selected. We apply the max operator on each matrix column and obtain a 1×N

vector. We take the mean operator on the vector to produce the final score for a

document-summary pair.

5.2.2 Many-to-One Relationship

In the many-to-one relationship, we assume each summary sentence Hn can be supported

by more than one document sentence {Pj, · · · ,Pk}. We refer to them as Pmany. The core

problem is, how to find Pmany in the document, which can correctly entail Hn. We

heuristically propose three strategies to search for such sentences.

Strategy 1: In one-to-one scenarios, we apply the max operator on each column to

choose the Pm with the highest entailment score. Similarly, Strategy 1 takes {Pj, · · · ,Pk}
with top C entailment probabilities. In other words, we use the results Emn from

the one-to-one relationship to select C candidate document sentences. The sentences
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{Pj, · · · ,Pk} with the top C highest supporting sentences will be kept in their original

position and concatenated to form the Pmany. We apply X-NLI models on the created

pairs of premise and hypothesis (Pmany, Hn) to obtain new entailment scores.

Strategy 2: The idea of Strategy 2 is the same as Strategy 1, though the direction

used to create the one-to-one matrix E is reversed. This time we run the X-NLI models

on one-to-one pairs (Hn, P1), ..., (Hn,PM), where the summary sentence Hn acts as the

premise and each document sentence {P1, · · · ,PM} as the hypothesis. Then, we select

the top C document sentences which are most likely to be entailed by Hn. As in Strategy

1, these sentences will be concatenated to form the Pmany and the X-NLI models are

applied on the created pairs (Pmany, Hn) to obtain new entailment scores.

Merge: Merge leverages two matrices from strategy 1 and 2. The strategy element-

wise adds them together and use the new matrix E to select top C document sentences to

form Pmany and create the pair (Pmany, Hn). The later procedure is the same as Strategy

1 and 2.

Sentences in XWikis documents and summaries aggregate different number of

content units which hinders one-to-one entailment assessment. We analyse three special

cases illustrated in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. Suppose there is a document-summary

pair, where the document contains three sentences {P1,P2,P3} and the summary only

contains one sentence H1. The task is to correctly select C=2 sentences from the

document that can entail the H1. We set the example in such a way that P1 and P3

will make Pmany and P3 is a weaker support sentence. P2 is constructed to mislead the

strategy, except in Case 1. A, B, C, D, E, and F are units of semantic information. We

assume each semantic unit is independent of the others and the premise can entail the

hypothesis if and only if the premise contains more or the same semantic units than the

hypothesis contains.

Figure 5.1: Case 1: document sentences are longer than the summary sentence.

As the Figure 5.1 shows, if the document sentences are longer than H1 (contain
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more semantics units), Strategy 1 works well. In this case, concatenated P1 and P3 as

Pmany can entail the summary sentence and obtain a high score.

Figure 5.2: Case 2: document sentences are shorter than the summary sentence.

In Case 2 (Figure 5.2), P3 obtains a relatively low likelihood to entail H1 but (in

some cases, e.g., paraphrases) could be entailed by H1. Thus, Strategy 1 will select

P1 and P2 as Pmany while Strategy 2 correctly selects P1 and P3. From this case it

follows that in some cases, if a sentence in the document contains fewer semantic units

supporting the summary sentence, Strategy 2 can capture the entailment relation.

Figure 5.3: Case 3: document sentences have the similar length as the summary

sentence.

Case 3 is more complex since each document sentence is mixed with supportive

and not supportive information for the summary sentence. In this case, we can see

that neither Strategy 1 nor Strategy 2 will select P3 since the overlap is low for either

P3 entail H1 or H1 entail P3.

A natural question here is, why we do not use all document sentences concatenated

as the premise, which can indeed include all information from the document? [28]

points out that this idea can suffer from a mismatch in input granularity between NLI

datasets (sentence-level), and factual detection (document-level). The noise from the

whole document can also hurt the classification. Still, for the sake of evaluation in our

setting we include this as an alternative strategy, namely Document-to-One.

Here we review the current issues. Usually, the sentence from the summary aggre-

gates information from multiply document sentences. However, if we merge too many
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Content

Input

placeholder: The black-browed albatross (Thalassarche

melanophris), also known as the black-browed mollymawk, is a

large seabird of the albatross family Diomedeidae.

{mask}

Target

sentences

The black-browed albatross (Thalassarche melanophris) is also

known as the black-browed mollymawk. The black-browed alba-

tross is a large seabird of the albatross family Diomedeidae.

Table 5.3: One example of template

document sentences as the premise, will lead to a mismatch for the XNLI model since

it was fine-turned on at sentence level and so lacks the ability to capture information

from long text [27]. To deal with such a dilemma, we split the summary sentence into

several sub-sentences, which can decrease the information that each summary sentence

contains. In other words, we reshape the hard Case 3 to the easier Case 1.

To split summary sentences, we introduce a pre-trained language model T5-large

[53]. We collect 100 instances from [1], and apply prompt learning to train a prefix

template. Prompt learning is a paradigm to quickly adapt pre-trained language models

to downstream NLP tasks. It augments the input text with a textual template according

to the desired task to carry out. Thus, it transfers the downstream tasks to the pre-trained

language model.

We use the open-prompt package [15] with prefix turning [35]. The model was

trained for 15 epochs using the Adam optimizer (learning rate=3e-4) with linear learning

rate decay scheduling. We provide one example of how to truncate the whole sentence

into sub-sentences in table 5.3. After inserting a placeholder as the prompt before

the input sentence, the model needs to learn what to generate for the content of the

mask and calculates the loss with respect to the target sentences. More examples can

be found in Appendix A.4. Basically, we only split the document sentence whose

length is higher than a threshold. We take care of some potential issues when creating

training samples. We confirm the subjective of each new sub-sentence is correct and

the relationship inner original sentence (e.g. causal relationship) is not broken after

sub-sentence segmentation. The total number of summary sentences is 53 and grows to

87 after segmentation.
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5.3 Experimental Setup

In this section, we design experiments to assess how well XNLI models (using the

strategies introduced in the previous section) align or can predict human judgements at

the sentence and sub-sentence levels, on the zh-en direction of XWikis dataset.

As human judgements, we re-use a fine-grained version of the annotations collected

in the human validation experiment in Section 3.2.2. Fine-grained human judgements

range from entail, partly entail, to not entail. These judgements can be seen as ordinal

variables and we map them to 1, 0.5, and 0 for convenience. We vote the judgements

from three annotators on each summary sentence. At the sub-sentence level, entail and

not entail judgements will be directly assigned to each sub-sentence. We re-annotate

sub-sentences derived from sentences labeled as partly entail.

5.4 Entailment for Approximation of Human Judgements

on Content Adequacy

In this section, we evaluate X-NLI models with human evaluation. We compute

correction based on Spearman’s correlation coefficients. Spearman correlation is to

measure how well the relationship between two variables can be described using a

monotonic function [31]. Such a score will be high when two variables share a similar

ranking. We analyse the 5 strategies previously introduced, One-to-One, Strategy 1,

Strategy 2, Merge, and Document-to-One. We only include the analyses with mT5 as it

shows better performance; results for mDeBERTa-v3 can be found in Appendix A.3.

Table 5.4 shows the results of the correlation analysis between the XNLI model (with

different strategies) and human judgements at sentence and sub-sentence levels, on

zh-en direction of XWikis.

Does the XNLI model correlate with human judgements on summary sen-
tences? From the results in Table 5.4, moderate correlation (0.493 and 0.521) is found

between XNLI model (mT5) and human judgements. Considering that mT5 has not

been fine-tuned on the XWikis corpus neither on the cross-lingual setting (premise

and hypothesis are in different languages), we consider the XNLI model can provide

acceptable and promising performance to judge the content adequacy of sentence

summaries.

Which strategy works best? How does the value of C influence strategies?
For both sentence and sub-sentence scenarios, the Document-to-One strategy performs
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Sum.Sub-Sentence C=2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

One-to-One 0.399 - - - - - - -

Strategy 1 0.411 0.336 0.372 0.346 0.343 0.353 0.370 0.386

Strategy 2 0.312 0.319 0.294 0.396 0.412 0.390 0.381 0.418

Merge 0.479 0.493 0.453 0.355 0.370 0.370 0.378 0.384

Document-to-One 0.372 - - - - - - -

Sum.Sub-Sentence C=2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

One-to-One 0.401 - - - - - - -

Strategy 1 0.521 0.449 0.417 0.371 0.359 0.374 0.365 0.365

Strategy 2 0.427 0.415 0.422 0.432 0.423 0.416 0.440 0.450

Merge 0.485 0.450 0.409 0.371 0.417 0.402 0.395 0.415

Document-to-One 0.395 - - - - - - -

Table 5.4: Correlations between human annotators and mT5. Each cell shows the score

for label entailment.

the worst. This aligns with the observations in recent work by Laban et al. [27], who

find that when taking too many sentences as the premise, the train/test mismatch issue

appears. One-To-One is a little higher than Document-to-One while all other strategies

are higher than One-to-One for most values of C, which evidences that the summary

sentence indeed aggregates information from multiple document sentences. Merge

obtains the best results at sentence level when C = 4. However, we cannot confirm that

each summary sentence needs four document sentences to be supported (or not) on

average. When C increases the train/test mismatch issue becomes severe getting closer

to the Document-to-One strategy.

Generally, with the increment of C, the score of strategy 1 is decreased and then

oscillated, while the score of strategy 2 is first increased and then oscillated. It is

interesting that strategy 2 can obtain a high correlation with humans though the value

of C is high, which points to the direction Sn → Dm (case 2 in figure 5.2) providing a

better signal even at a high C.

Merge is relatively robust to the value of C but its performance still drops with a

high C. When the value of C is in [2, 8], its value is higher than Strategy 1 and 2. This

means that the two strategies make different predictions on the same summary sentence,

and simply summing their results can better capture the entailment relations. When C

increases, the sentences selected by the three strategies are similar so the scores are also

close.
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text The Bay of Pigs invasion is conducted by

1-gram 0.11 0.16 0.12 0.20 0.23 0.11 0.21 0.16

2-grams - 0.15 0.15 0.19 0.27 0.21 0.26 0.20

text Cuban exiles who opposed Fidel Castro’s Cuban Revolution.

1-gram 0.11 0.17 0.12 0.13 0.25 0.25 0.14 0.07

2-grams 0.10 0.23 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.31 0.24 0.08

Table 5.5: The entailment probability changed by masking 1-gram and 2-grams in the

sentences. The score given to the full sentence is 0.12 and the human judgement is

partly entail due to Cuban exiles is not mentioned in the document.

Where the XNLI model is more likely to make a wrong prediction? We define a

wrong prediction as two situations (1) the human judgement is entail but the score of

model output is low and (2) the human judgement not entail but the score of the model

is high. As Figure 5.4 shows, situation 2 is rare but situation 1 is very frequent. It shows

that mT5 may assign a rather low entailment score to a summary sentence which in fact

can be supported by the document (according to human judgement). Thus, we manually

check several cases and conclude the main reasons are the following.

Lack of translation. To know which tokens cause the low entailment score in a

sentence, we iteratively mask 1-gram and 2-grams in the sentence and compute the

sentence entailment score at each step. We assume that if the score of entailment is

increased after removing certain token(s), such tokens are not understood by the XNLI

model. The example in Table 5.5 shows at each token entry the sentence entailment

score obtained when we mask that token (or two consecutive tokens). We observe

that the problematic tokens are proper names, such as Fidel Castro’s and Bay of Pigs

Invasion, and we confirm the corresponding tokens exist in the associated Chinese

document. Although the sanity check in Table 5.2 suggests both mT5 and mDERBert-

v3 can be applied in our cross-lingual setting, XWikis contains more diverse and difficult

proper nouns than the X-NLI dataset. The XNLI models cannot align some proper

names between Chinese and English, leading to the translation issue.

Ontological and world knowledge. In the first example in Table 5.6, the summary

says an airplane from Barcelona–El Prat Airport in Spain to Düsseldorf Airport in

Germany while the document only mentions the two cities but not which country the

city belongs to. When we remove the names of two countries, the entailment score is
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Figure 5.4: The distribution between human evaluation and prediction from mT5. Strategy

1, C=2.

increased. This problem is due to the weak ability of XNLI models with ontological and

world knowledge. Ontological knowledge refers to the relation across tokens, such as

hypernymy/hyponymy or meronymy/holonymy for nouns (cat → animal ) [51]. World

knowledge refers to all other than ontological knowledge, such as causation relations

(hungry → eat) or knowledge about named entities [57]. Though some evidence

[11, 67] shows large pre-trained models have learned common sense knowledge from

massive data, it is still hard for them to handle complex world or ontological knowledge,

especially in the encyclopedias domain. In this example, to successfully handle this

case, when the XNLI model grasps the content Düsseldorf from the document, it needs

to know that Düsseldorf is a city in Germany (world knowledge) and the relationship

between country and city (hypernymy/hyponymy).

Co-reference problem. Co-reference is when two different linguistic expressions

refer to the same entity in a text (e.g., the first time the entity is introduced is referred to

as Barack Obama and in sub-sequence sentences is referred as he). The co-reference

problem occurs as we analyse entailment at the summary sentence level. As the second

example in Table 5.6 shows, the subject of the summary sentence is it but the model

does not what it refer to as the sentence is evaluated in isolation. Thus, the entailment

score is low. After correctly substituting it by the name of the movie it refers to, the

entailment score is doubled.

Does sub-sentence work? Comparing top and bottom blocks Table 5.4, all strate-

gies work better at sub-sentence level. Strategy 1 obtains the best performance, which is

higher than the best result in at the sentence level. This shows that in a finer granularity
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Content Score

Original

Germanwings Flight 9525 was a scheduled international passenger

flight... from Barcelona–El Prat Airport in Spain to Düsseldorf

Airport in Germany.

0.57

Modified
Germanwings Flight 9525 was a scheduled international passenger

flight...from Barcelona–El Prat Airport to Düsseldorf Airport.
0.68

Original
It is based on emoji faces, smileys and graphics used in electronic

messages.
0.08

Modified
The Emoji Movie is based on emoji faces, smileys and graphics

used in electronic messages.
0.15

Table 5.6: The entailment probability changed by modifying the summary sentence.

The human judgements for two examples are entail and partly entail. In the second

example, smileys and graphics is not mentioned in the corresponding document.

(sub-sentence level), each summary sentence contains less information and is easier to

be predicted by document sentences. The sub-sentence level creates more cases of the

Case 1 discussed in Figure 5.1. As mentioned before, Strategy 1 is specially suitable

for dealing with Case 1, thus its best performance at the sub-sentence level.

Comparing the distributions at sentence and sub-sentence level in Figures 5.4 and

5.5, we can see that the situation 1 (models assign a small score to a summary sentence

that can be entailed by the document) is less frequent. A desired effect of the sub-

sentence level analysis is that summary sentences judged as partly entail will be better

predicted at sub-sentence level, potentially providing separate entail and not entail
judgements. We show an example of this in Table 5.7. The original summary sentence

introduces a person, including time, held positions, and interpersonal relations, which

conveys several semantic units. After sub-sentence splitting, such semantic units are

split into two sentences. Then, the XNLI model can better assess the relation between

the summary and document sentences.
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Figure 5.5: The distribution between human evaluation and prediction from mT5 at the

sub-sentence level. Strategy 1, C=2.

Content Score

Summary

Sentence

Adam Silver joined the NBA in 1992 and has held various po-

sitions within the league, becoming chief operating officer and

deputy commissioner under his predecessor and mentor David

Stern in 2006.

0.27

Sub-

sentence1

Adam Silver joined the NBA in 1992 and has held various posi-

tions within the league.
0.91

Sub-

sentence2

Adam Silver became chief operating officer and deputy commis-

sioner under his predecessor and mentor David Stern in 2006.
0.04

Table 5.7: The entailment probability at the sentence and sub-sentence levels. The

human judgements are partly entail, entail, and not entail for the summary sentence

and its sub-sentence 1 and 2 respectively.
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Conclusions

We draw conclusions for the three main parts of this project.

• We extend an existing cross-lingual summarisation dataset XWikis with a more

distant language, Chinese, which we hope will be a valuable resource for research.

• We evaluate a wide range of models on the cross-lingual summarisation task,

including translated, supervised, and zero/few-shot variants. Compared with

the other directions (fr-en, de-en, cs-en), the overall performance is lower in

zh-en direction. Specifically, the result of zh-en is much worse in the zero-shot

scenario but can be improved after slight fine-tuning on a few samples. The

conclusion from the previous works [29, 52] that Supervised models are better

than Translated ones, still holds for zh-en.

• We explore how to leverage XNLI models to evaluate cross-lingual document

summary pairs. We propose several strategies and the experiments show the

predictions from them correlate with human evaluation. We also find that applying

sub-sentence segmentation to summary sentences can help the model to capture

alignments in a document-summary pair and thus obtain better correlation scores.

In our future work, we can apply XNLI models on XWikis to automatically check

the content adequacy of the extracted cross-lingual document-summary pairs. To do so,

we need to translate the score for entailment to human-readable labels, in other words,

to construct a map from [0,1] to {entail, not entail}. For labels, we can aggregate the

human evaluation labels not entail and partly entail together, and keep entail still, to

form a binary classification (entail vs not entail). Figure 6.1 shows an attempt using

the ROC curve. The threshold for the best curve (Strategy 1) is 0.269. We can treat the

37
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Figure 6.1: ROC curve at the sub-sentence level. C=2.

entailment probability of a document summary sentence pair above this value as entail
and the remaining ones as not entail.

Another direction is to consider the loss from the XNLI model as an extra supervised

signal, to better fine-tune a large pre-trained multi-lingual language model on the CLS

task. The addition of the XNLI model may help the model generate more faithful

summaries.

Our proposed strategies are interpretable, which means humans can know which

portion of documents supports the summary by viewing the entailment scores. It

is also possible to incorporate the entailment relation into visual analysis tools for

summarisation such as SummViz [61]. Exploring the interpretability of the NLI model

on the CLS task can be another future work.
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Appendix A

Discussion for data creation

A.1 Factor selection

An open research problem in the linguistic field is to quantify the expressiveness across

language, in another word, to count the number of words/characters used to express the

same information.

Neubig and Duh [48] collect data from the Twitter platform and find that Chinese

and Japanese are more expressive than the other 24 languages. Liao et al. [36] further

establish a comparison based on the parallel corpus, openly available Universal Decla-

ration of Human Rights, and the translated subtitles from TED talks. Their results are

shown below figure A.1.

We compare the text of UDHR and TED Talks and believe the former is more closer

to our Wikipedia domain and thus pick 4 as the ratio of characters between Chinese

and English required to express the same information. In addition, the average number

of characters of an English word is 4.79 [50]. By these two numbers, we calculate the

ratio between the English words and Chinese characters is 1.2.

A.2 Natural language processing for Chinese text

During the whole project, there are several problems specific to Chinese texts. They can

be divided into two classes, the variants of Chinese and Chinese word segmentation.

The Chinese wiki dump used for this project contains a mix of multiple variants of

Chinese (simplified Chinese, traditional Chinese, and so on). Even in an article, it is

possible that some paragraph is traditional Chinese while others are simplified Chinese.

We finally use simplified Chinese. The reasons are:

50
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Figure A.1: Relative ratio of characters in English (eng), Japanese (jpn), and Chinese

using simplified characters (cmn hans) required to express the same content compared

to Chinese using traditional characters (cmn hant) as the baseline [36].

(1) The evaluation metric ROUGE is based on the token overlap. However, the main

difference across variants of Chinese is character/token. This drives we must choose

one of the variants.

(2) The pre-trained language models used in the project, mBART and mBART50

have been trained on the corpora, where most of the Chinese texts are from the simplified

version. We consulted one person in the NLP group of the University of Edinburgh,

who said this leads to models’ bad performance in traditional texts.

Thus, we choose the simplified version and convert all other variants to the simplified

Chinese, which introduces the next question: how to do the conversion?

Generally, for most texts, there exists one-to-one mapping from other variants to

the simplified version at the character level. We tried several online tools, but the

result is not ideal. Wikipedia contains many terminologies, such as “hacker”, and

“electronegativity”, which are translated into different characters across the variants.

Such characters cannot be converted directly. We finally apply a conversion table from

the wiki community to deal with such terminologies and then apply other package to do
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one-to-one character mapping.

The other problem is Chinese word segmentation, Word segmentation plays a key

role in natural language processing including counting and evaluation metrics. The

existing four languages in XWikis use space as the separator between tokens. However,

there is no space in a sentence for Chinese texts. In fact, Chinese word segmentation

itself is a research question and there are many existing pre-trained models in different

granularity. Another method, which is a more popular method for research on Chinese

text, is to segment the sentence at the character level. In another word, treating each

Chinese character as a token. To prevent noise from the word segmentation model, in

this project, we apply the latter method, but it contains many problems, particularly in

the encyclopedia domain. For example, one token “Edinburgh” will be translated into

three Chinese characters “爱丁堡 ”. Here “爱丁堡 ” is a transliterated word, where

three characters are used to simulate the pronunciation of Edinburgh. Each character

has its own meaning but only merging them together can express “Edinburgh”. If

we segment the sentence into characters, such semantic information will be lost. As

mentioned before, Wikipedia contains a large number of terminologies, names of books,

movies, famous people, and so on. Most of them are made by phonetics translators,

which leads to this problem being more severe.

A.3 Results for mDebert-v3

The results are shown in figure A.1.Note that there is no result for Document-to-One

and the results for C larger than 4 since mDEBERT-v3 cannot receive the input more

than 512 tokens.

A.4 Data for template training
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Sum.Sub-Sentence C=2 4

One-to-One 0.280 -

Strategy 1 0.277 0.375

Strategy 2 0.361 0.323

Merge 0.263 0.392

Sum.Sub-Sentence C=2 4

One-to-One 0.358 -

Strategy 1 0.366 0.431

Strategy 2 0.437 0.418

Merge 0.332 0.372

Table A.1: Correlations between human annotators and mDEBERT-v3. Each cell shows

the score for label entailment.
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Figure A.2: Part of training samples for template learning
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Screenshot for human evaluation
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Figure B.1: Screenshot for human evaluation webpage
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